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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Being one of the most tourism hubs of Malaysia, Penang possesses lots of cultural
heritages with precious values that represented for its diversification in culture. Traditional art
performance appeared an indispensable product thanks to its vivid appearance and meaningful
messages holding cultural beauty and local norms. Once presented to the world, it benefits a lot
not only by economic value contributed but also the preservation from time to time as a
distinctive heritage. It was not, however, perceived by independent tourists when they visit
Penang in low season though it flourished during the peak thanks to being included in huge and
famous festivals year around. A survey was conducted to figure out the understandings and level
of satisfaction of tourists on traditional art performance, together with some suggestions to
improve the situation of art show advertising. Findings revealed some pessimistic results in both
tourists’ awareness and participation; however it seemed that most of travelers desired to know
this type of traditional culture as a mean to get deeper knowledge about a country. As a result,
some discussions about reasons of low level of awareness of tourists were made, followed by
recommendations for further advertisement activities in the near future. Generally, the main
purposes are to preserve this kind of cultural products in tourism, and perceived by more tourists
in the world.

This research was clear by using questionnaire and analyzing data in a random group of
tourists visiting George Town and Penang Hills, two among many typical attractions in Penang
Island. Scope of study is 150 people, not wide but enough to have an overview about self-
arranged tourists awareness and satisfactions of traditional art shows. In this research, lacks of
distinctiveness in products and the appearance of too many tourism products  were mentioned as
the main reason for tourists’ confusion when traditional art performance were mentioned.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review

Ever since the dawn of civilization, human beings have always attached great importance
to culture. As such, traditional performing arts, an integral component of culture, have been in
existence for as long as there has been the folk to make it and are practiced by every society.
According to UNESCO, performing arts can take the form of vocal and instrumental music,
dance and theatre, pantomime, sung verse and beyond. While diversified among different ethnic
groups, long-established art performances are intimately connected to a national culture have
strong link to the past, reminiscing historical and personal events. They are preserved and passed
down through the generations and centuries (Amstrong, n.d.).

Penang, a State in Malaysia, is home to many 3 major communities (the Malay, the
Chinese and the Indian); therefore, diversified, colorful and rich in cultural heritage. The state is
deemed a hub for arts and cultural activities. Traditional performing arts distinctive to Penang
are Wayangkulit shadow puppet, Teochew puppetry, Boria, Lion dance, Potehi and so on.
Through traditional art performances, a community constantly maintains their identity, and
motivates people to work together, aiming and achieving common goals. It also reinforces the
deep-rooted bonds among member.

However, Penang traditional performing arts now struggle to thrive. Raj (2016) pointed out
that Penang does not have much training ground for the performing arts. Ramli and Richards
(2016) also stated that many tight constraints are placed on traditional performances practiced all
over Malaysia. Some are under the threat of marginalization or even extinction, mainly due to
the introduction of many government regulations, as most of these art forms are claimed to be
un-Islamic. The failure to attract a significant number of audiences in the face of competing
popular entertainments also hinders their growth.

Different and extensive in history, traditional art performances are still relevant in today’s
society. They give deeper insight into culture’s history and how the traditions have shaped the
life. Therefore, conservation of traditional art forms is of critical significance, not just for an
individual, but for a society to be aware of and appreciate its culture and heritage (Anuar, 2016).
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Chapter 3 – Secondary research of Penang traditional art performance

3.1. Tourism resources in Penang

3.1.1. Cultural resources

Referred as the Heritage city, Penang possesses rich and diverse tourism resources derived from
its mixed culture. The harmonic coexistence of different culture plays an pivotal role in defining
the uniqueness of Penang’s tourist attractions. With the population constituting 59% Chinese,
32% Malaysian and 7% Indian and a history backdated to the 16th century, Penang has formed
one of the most diverse and exciting culture in the world with a wide range of festivals, religious
places, historical buildings. (PenangIsland in Malaysia | WonderfulMalaysia, 2017)
The inclusion of different religions: Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, Christian has handled Penang
numerous temples, mosques and churches. With the dominance of Islamic, Islam temples
outnumber other religious places and magnetize tourists to the place. Mahamariamman Temple,
KehLok Si temple, KhooKongsi Snake temple are some famous attractions.

Scattered around the city are many famous historical buildings, to name a few, Cheong
FattTze Mansion, City Hall, Fort Cornwallis, Fort Cornwallis Lighthouse, India House, and
Jubilee Clock Tower, each of which has its own historical stories behind the marvelous presence.
The diversity of Penang culture is also demonstrated in festivals which local ways of life and
their spiritual life are honored and celebrated. From annual festivals such as Chinese New Year,
Thaipusam, Hari Raya to colorful events such as George Town festival, Penang is always full of
enjoyment from both local community and attractive in the eyes of foreigners.
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The most outstanding cultural attraction is George Town which is recognized as one of the
World Heritage Site by UNESCO on 7th July 2008 for its excellent historical, cultural and
architectural values (Georgetown - Everything you need to know about Georgetown, 2017).

3.1.2. Natural resources

Although the city is well-known for heritage sites located in the east side, the west side is
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home various natural sites such as BatuFerringhi Beach, Penang national park, Penang botanic
garden, possessing rich tropical flora and fauna and spectacular landscape. Penang Hill, also
called the Peak of the Pearl which provides a panoramic view of George Town, is recommended
to be involved in tourists’ itinerary every time they visit Penang.

3.2. Traditional art performance in Penang

Traditional art performance is the most outstanding intangible presence to reflect the
spiritual life of local people. Penang possesses diverse traditional art performance, yet they are
struggling to survive from modernization and globalization. However, efforts are still constantly
made to conserve those art performances and promote them worldwide.

3.2.1. Wayangkulit shadow puppet:

a. Overview
- Wayangkulit is an old traditional performance using shadow cast by intricately carved puppet



	

which narrates legendary myths, old folklores of good vs. evil, parables. The stories of each
performance are mostly inspired by the Ramayana myth.
- Influenced by the puppetry in Indonesia and Thailand
- The person manipulating the puppet and singing named tokdalang, background sound and
music played by a traditional orchestra named gamelan (Staff, 2017).

b. Preservation/Promotion activities

- Collection of shadow puppet displayed in MuziumSeni Asia. This collection is in the process of
professionally photographed and documented.(Staff, 2017)
- Wayangkulit puppet workshop: teaching people how to make shadow puppets
- Performed in national festivals, community events and some art studios, Wayangkulit theatre in
Kelantan
- Some young people put efforts in conserving this form of art: performances in school campus
by college student cultural groups.
- Adapt with globalization:

•Digitalized wayangkulit to be watched on computer screen or cinema.
•Change the story-line and details to a modern approach: simplified, more jokes, different
languages (Importance of Preserving WayangKulit, 2017)






- Holding International Shadow Puppet Festival showcasing homegrown shadow puppet shows
from different nations including Malaysia.

- Creating digital puppetry with more realistic 2D or 3D puppets, special effects, wide range of
camera shots, combination of complicated rhythm, melody played by an orchestra, thus elevating
the traditional performance to what is more entertaining. However, digitalizing a traditional art is
no doubt receiving contrasting opinions, which the negative one is the possible loss of its origin
and authenticity. (Dahlan, 2011)
- Funding from the U.S Ambassador’s Fund for Cultural Preservation to conduct research on
WayangKulit, restore the shadow puppet.
- Showcasing in George Town Festival
- Free show in public places: WayangKulitPerformancesandWorkshopsat 1st AvenueMall
(Shoppersmesmerisedbywayangkulitperformance - Community | The StarOnline, 2017)

3.2.2. Teochew puppetry

a. Overview
- In the wartime, Teochew people from the China central plains migrated to some southeast
countries including Vietnam and Malaysia, bringing with them the puppet performance.
- Be modified diversely in different countries
- In Malaysia, they use metal stick instead of strings to manipulate the puppet.
- In Malaysia, Teochewpuppetryisonlyfound in Penang. Thereused to be onlytwoTeochewpuppet
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troupes here, but the artformhasexperienced a revivalofsorts in the past 15 years. Therearenow
atleastfive active troupes in Penang.(Breathing new life into Teochew puppetry, 2017).

b. Preservation and Promotion activities
The art of Teochew opera is passed down from generation to generation.
- Kim Giak Low ChoonTeochew Puppetry Troupe is a family of performers who has remained
this their business for 4 generations. Kim Giak Low ChoonTeochew Puppet Troupe has even
performed overseas, in Singapore, Thailand and Taiwan. (Penangites preserving the art of
Teochew puppet opera - Nation | The Star Online, 2017).
- Teochew Puppetry Opera House’s director Goh Hoi Ling - 35-year-old Penang-born has been
honing her puppetry skills in Teochew Metal Rod Opera since she was seven, with her mother
Toh Ai Hwa as her mentor. Also, she has earned the “Penang Living Heritage Treasures Award”
in recognition of her contribution to intangible heritage. (Penangites preserving the art of
Teochew puppet opera - Nation | The Star Online, 2017).

Exposed expose the younger generation to this art form through social media as well as broaden
the appeal by providing English and Chinese subtitles.

3.2.3. Boria - traditional theatre performance

a. Overview
- An indigenous art performance includes singing and dancing that was once popular in Penang
local community.
- A typical Boria troupe consists of a leader, a chorus, comedians and musicians. The
performance normally begins with a short comic sketches and followed by a song-dance routine
featuring a juxtaposition of choral and solo parts.
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- The song-dance routine commonly performed in a western music style and with dance forms
such as rumbas, Cha-cha-cha or soul. Boria’s theme varies from Arab warriors, European traders
to Chinese shopkeepers around which the costumes and comic improvisations revolved (II,
2017).

b. Preservation/Promotion activities
- Penang Boria Festival 2016: performance with colorful concept, presentation about themes of
performance such as fairy tales, animations and movie themes. Furthermore, it was organized by
JabatanKebudayaandanKesenian Negara Pulau Pinang, the Festival showcased 9 of the best
Boria Troupes in Penang. There was also a parade starting from JalanTun Syed ShehBarakbah to
Fort Cornwallis. (II, 2017)

3.2.4. Lion dance performance

a. Overview
Lion dance is a irreplaceable part of Penang Chinese New Year. It is a tradition symbolizing
power, strength and prosperity that have been passing down for generations. (Penang Lion
Dance, Lion Dance an aged old tradition, a reminder of our origins, 2017)The dance consists of a
team under a lion coverage, showcasing lion dance to the sounds of drums, cymbals and gongs
(Penang Lion Dance, A Showcase Of Power, Strength & Prosperity, 2017).

b. Preservation/Promotion activities
- Lion dance master DivinoKokwish to develop lion dance as an international sport. He and his
troupes not only perform the dance normally but require acrobatic and the control of movement
to show off the strength and the artistic side of the performance (Past and future: Chinese lion
dance in Penang, 2017).
- Penang International Lion Dance On Stilts Championship 2015(II, 2017)

3.2.5. Potehi – traditional theatre
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a. Overview
Potehi is a glove puppet theatre originated from China

b. Preservation/Promotion activities
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- Getting young people interested in Potehi
- Give chance for unexperienced people to try performing. Performers come from range of
background
- Presenting shows outside of the temple, making the stories and music more dramatic,
shortening the presentations, and adding translations so that people can understand
- Find a balance between tradition and innovation, history and entertainment: make the content
or stories to be relevant to the social life
- Performed in big event: George Town Festival – Potehi Journeys - Glove Puppet Theatre (More
than 300 performances in major venues). (A New Lease of Life for Traditional Puppet Theatre
2017)

3.3. Current business activities related to traditional art performance

In general, traditional art performances are mostly presenting in festival or local event.
There are only few businesses which run these activities daily for fortune in Penang.
- Teochew Puppet and Opera House Penang privately owned by 5-generation Kim
GiakLowChoonTeochew Puppetry Troupe – a family of performers.(Teochew Puppet and Opera
House Penang, 2017)

- Wayangkulit making workshop at  Strait Quays: create your own Javanese shadow puppets
(Wayangkulit making workshop at Straits Quay, 2017)
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- Yang Ling-yan, whom is currently the museum’s deputy head of services in Penang, diligently
plays the role of a guardian who safeguards the Malay traditional art.  The woman’s enthusiasm
for the art is inherited from her puppet shadow artist father Yang Fu-cheng.
- Ah Ban Paper Oblation Shop: A Second generation family runs business with great work of
craftsmanship for paper oblation requested for festivals, or decorations in traditional art
performance.
- Little Penang fair
Include The Space showcase music and dance of many kinds (With the slogan “Be a little
performer”, it involves both professional performers and unexperienced one to try wayangkulit
and other performance (Little Penang Street Market, 2017)

3.4. Current market situation of tourism activities related to traditional art performance
According to Penang tourism survey 2015, attending traditional art performance doesn’t appear
to be an essential activity for tourists in Penang. Slightly over 15% tourists visiting Penang chose
engaging cultural performance as a must-do activity.(Omar and Mohamed, 2016)

Among those tourists who are interested in traditional performing art, international tourists
show more attention to this form than domestic ones. The majority of them generally put
attending traditional art performance as their priority while visiting Penang (Omar and
Mohamed, 2016).
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Traditional art performance appeal the middle age and the elders more than young people
(Omar and Mohamed, 2016)
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Culture performance only constitutes 1,4% as a well-known factor contributing to Penang image.
In another words, tourists have low perception about Penang’s traditional art performance
(OmarandMohamed, 2016).

There are several reasons why Penang traditional art performance doesn’t receive much
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reputation in the mind of tourists.
- Lack of information: Information about traditional art performance is not listed in
recommended things to see in Penang in popular travelling sites such as TripAdvisor, lonely
planet, etc., therefore those performance are not acknowledged by tourists
- Low approach to tourists: Some traditional performance are only performed in local holidays
and festival, some are only performed in religious places, for example Potehi only performed for
gods in temple (A New Lease of Life for Traditional Puppet Theatre, 2017). There are little
businesses or institutions which running daily shows for tourists.

Chapter 4 - Penang traditional art performances analysis.

This research was conducted by the research method and information collect. The main
method is quantitative research method (questionnaire).

Subject study in this research is tourists’ opinions about Penang’s traditional art performances
and some suggestions for further development of this kind of cultural heritage.

This research was conducted at two most popular attractions in Penang namely George Town
and Penang Hills, where the former is outstanding thanks to its historic richness and traditional
cultural values; then the latter appears a spectacular beauty of nature and outstanding uniqueness
of Penang . Both places attracted lots of foreigners visiting with leisure purposes. The sample
size of this study is 150. Participants are able to answer a questionnaire including 6 involved
questions. Normally it takes 10 minutes to finish all that help save time and give objective
results.

4.1. Tourist profile in Penang
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Altogether, the survey participants coming mostly from Southeast Asia, Western Europe
and Australia, of which domestic tourists (Malaysian) top the list, making up 25% of the total. In
detail, the survey was conducted among 90 males and 60 females, ranging from the age of 16 to
60 with 20-29 as the most dominant age group (roughly 60%), followed by the age group of 30-
39 (roughly 18%) and 50-59 (12.5%).

Regarding the highest level of educational qualification, more than half of the respondents
acquired bachelor degree, nearly double the number of MA/PhD holders and there are
approximately 11% and 9% of people completing secondary education and vocational program

respectively.
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With respect to the data about current employment status, the smallest proportion goes to
self-employed and housewife (nearly 2% each), whereas students ranks first (41%) and
employee comes right after with 39.3%. Concerning the participants’ current (or former)
occupational group, the highest percentage falls into the group of professional (29.7%) while the
least one belongs to manual/crafts worker (8.1%) half of that of director or manager group and
the rest is divided quite evenly between technical professions and service/personnel. However,
only 22.6% of the respondents presently or used to work in culture-related fields.

As regard to shelter, hotel was the most common choice accounting for almost two-thirds
of the responses and tourists spent 3.4 nights on average. Other less favorable accommodation
types with the proportion smaller than 9% were guest house, private home, dormitory and hostel.
Interestingly, campus and B&B were least prioritized making up similarly nearly 2% each.

In terms of average travel expenditure, as shown in the data, the respondents were least likely to
spend money on sightseeing (20.1$). Contradictorily, the budget for other personal purposes was
the most generous with the average of 200$. The second highest spending was for
accommodation (158.3$), followed by restaurant expense (89.6$) and local transportation and
retail spending is quite similar (50-51$).

On their thoughts and feelings towards Penang, many survey participants expressed that
the cuisine, tourist attractions, the diverse culture, the people as well as the nature, the
cleanliness and some few other things won their heart. However, some also found that the traffic,
hygiene, the weather, the rather poor service, the food and etc. slightly lessened their experience
in Penang
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4.2. Penang traditional art performances

a. Foreigner awareness of traditional performance in Penang

Obviously, the total number of interviewed foreigners who were aware of traditional
performances in Penang, Malaysia was only 19 which accounts for 35%. At the meantime, 58%
was the proportion of those whose awareness of traditional performance is raised. Some were not
confident whether or not they knew Penang’s traditional performances.

b. Participation in traditional art performance

Correspondingly, the percentage of those taking part in traditional art performances was 2-
time lower than that of the performances’ participants, since non-participants did not have a
tendency to include traditional art performances in their trips in advance due to their lack of time
and interest as well as the performances’ insignificance. In addition, the listed festivals including
Thai festival, moon cake festival, Chinese festival, new year festival and bear festival did not
seem to be closely related to Penang’s traditional art performances, which implied that the image
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of those these performances was not delivered well to foreigners.

Interestingly, the interviewed foreigners would like to know more about Malay dances,
music festivals showing traditional dress, souvenirs and culture.

c. Should (not) participate in traditional art performance

Interestingly, nearly 85% of the interviewees stated that travelers should join traditional art
performances in Penang since they would like to broaden their horizon by understanding
Penang’s traditions and specialties. Whereas, only one interviewee opposed the statement and the
other 6 participants were neutral.

d. Preferred length of performance

It is demonstrated that travelers had a tendency to prefer performances that last less than 3
hours that accounting for approximately 70% in comparison with around 30% which is the
number of those who chose full-day and several-day performances.
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e. Suggestions made for a traditional art performance/ festival and tourists’ preferred
performances and festivals.

In terms of recommendations, tourists tended to indicate that traditional art performances,
festivals in Penang were not promoted well.

Therefore, those foreigner visitors suggested that such performances should be centered
around. In which, information related to them should be published widely on the internet and
advertising programs as well as prints should be presented at crowded places, hotels and even
throughout the country. Moreover, traditional performances should be performed on certain
places at certain periods of time.

As for festivals and traditional shows’ contents, it was suggested to be more entertaining,
informative and detailed in English and be able to strengthen the interaction between two parties
including tourists and performers.

Last but not least, traditional performances and festivals were encouraged to be combined
with food booths introducing Penang’s cuisines.

Chapter 5 - Discussion

5.1. Overview of Hanoi traditional art performances

A small survey about foreign tourists’ awareness and opinions of traditional art
performance in tourism was also conducted in Hanoi, with 4 main findings.

Firstly, more than 60% of respondents didn’t know traditional art performance in terms of
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both definition and formation. More than two-third disagreed to participate in traditional art
activities because they either had time issues when travelling or they just wished to have
observations. However, people said yes mostly mentioned ‘water puppet’ as the obviously
visible activities in Hanoi, usually because it is included in their tour packages. Secondly, water
puppet again was chosen to be the traditional art performance that tourists are passionate about
and would like to attend in Hanoi with nearly 80% of answers. 4 basic reasons were given:
Tourists always love to discover culture differentiation so that this traditional art performance
encouraged their curiosity; they also realized the new, unique and vivid attributions of each
water puppet show. Furthermore, those shows were strongly recommended on the Internet and
very affordable for a cultural discovery trips. As a result, nearly 75% respondents suggested
taking part in those traditional art performances. Most purposes were to learn distinctive culture
and more understand about nation and locals. Fourthly, in terms of suitable length of
performance time, more than four-fifth people preferred one to three hours each shows mainly
due to the language barriers yet their interests. Last but not least, some useful and creative
solutions for traditional art performances were given by respondents to appeal more foreigners
joining those activities. Explanations in different languages for shows were the very first
requirements if we desire to attract traditional art performances to tourists. Then some free
festivals with more performances were supposed to be held regularly on tourists-centered streets
which were easy to reach for advertisement, included some banners, flags and sounds. For
further marketing activities, traditional art performances were suggested to introduce in package
tours, hotels and national tourism brochures, appear more videos on the Internet and advertise on
TripAdvisor – a travel website company providing reviews of travel-related content. It also
includes interactive travel forums to build a relationship bridge between travelers and tourism
businesses. One interesting solution is the provision of maps with marked entertaining places.

Hanoi Water Puppet is held on specific schedule year round.

5.2. Hanoi – Penang Traditional Arts Performance comparisons

Overall, traditional art performances in both Penang and Hanoi experienced the same
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issues in tourism industry in terms of tourists’ awareness and interactions. For more details, less
than one-third respondents did aware wonderful traditional art performances in those Asian
countries; around 65% of them at both places then also preferred watching shows to being a part
of those. Both attractions received denial of participating in cultural activities from all
interviewees because of the guests’ limited time for unexpected shows and the reputation of the
show as the most mentioned reasons. Reason of that they also might not be interested in those
kinds of performance just stayed in humble numbers. In terms of favorite traditional art
performances that foreigners wish to attend, music festivals and dances was mentioned at a very
common level as the most attractive shows satisfied most respondents in Penang; whereas water
puppet – a very detailed name of performance – ranked the very first seeking when tourists
visited Hanoi. As a result, more than 85% respondents in Penang and 75% those in Hanoi
obviously agreed that a tourist should attend traditional art performance at destination they were
visiting thanks to the culture and nation understanding, followed by reasons from their own
interests. To nearly 70% of interviewees visiting Hanoi and more than 80% those visiting
Penang, the most ideal time for a traditional show was more than 1 hour but not over 3 hours.
They finally concluded many suggestions for promoting local art activities namely more annual
festivals which are supposed to be held all year around, advertisements on the Internet
(especially on YouTube channel and travel sites) and prints and co-operations with lodgings for
further advertisements to guests.

5.3. Reasons for Penang traditional art performances non-development

Based on the secondary research done, we concluded that Penang city took seriously into
consideration of advertisement and promotion for all tourism activities, included traditional art
performance, by both online and offline methods. However, after survey results, it is clear that
independent foreign tourists travelled in no-show months did not aware and enjoy traditional art
performances. Some main objective reasons are given as follow:

- Penang didn’t have marketing activities enough for independent tourists at each of its
attractions. They strived to hold many traditional art performance festivals year around
(mainly in February, May, July and aggressively August under George Town festival),
with useful and huge information published via both online and offline tools for
advertisement (though materials for promoting performances were mostly attached with
other interesting activities); however those advertisement and information for traditional
art performance on streets in low-season months was not much enough to acknowledge
tourists.

- Traditional art performance could hardly be introduced outside George Town like Penang
Hill for example. This humble appearance might be a threat to vividly traditional art
performance because those performances could have taken advantages of fame benefits
from other activities to be approached by more tourists, especially in bearing in their
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minds. As a result, the action of cooperation of traditional art performance with others
outside George Town is also important.

- We know that George Town was a very big place that took tons of tourism activities here.
It was admitted that traditional art performance stayed at only a very humble place of
those, which was easy to be forgotten. Penang is a complex of many cultural events and
activities so that tourists might be immersed in other attractions namely Chew Jetty, street
arts, fashion shows, market fairs and films. In addition, a lot of various types of art
performance with the small differences like shadow puppets, glove puppets with snuff
ones, even held at many different places might affect chances to be acknowledged by
visitors. Included the long names of streets, tourists might be confused when finding
specialized puppet shows in George Town.

- Language for interpretation of show contents also played a vital role in approaching
tourists. Normally, puppet shows, for instance, have a certain advantage of attracting
tourists as they were colorful with tiny shapes and interesting sudden moves by artisans.
Importantly, they contain the meanings hidden behind which reflected the cultural values
and norms. The more visitors understand, the more attractive the show. Furthermore, no
tour guide at site might be a big obstacle for especially independent tourists.

- Not much advertising prints for free and digital board at public areas on streets.

Some subjective factors can be mentioned:

- The interviewees were mainly in self-package tours.

- The place where we conducted the surveys was far from the main George Town like
Penang Hills, the university, the medical garden and the shopping mall.

- It was the low season in Penang tourism when September started the rainy season.

- Some interviewees were not interested in traditional art performance.

- Tourists behaviors when making trip plan could affect their knowledge

5.4. Suggestions for Penang traditional art performances development

a. Supporting activities at performances

In general, traditional art performances in Penang should be hosted semi-annually within
an enormous place that is divided equally for different areas.

- Food booths, where sell Penang cuisines, should be run. In which, tourists would enjoy art
performances and enjoy traditional food at once.
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- Costume rental service should be available, which enables visitors to experience the feeling of
being an art performer. Free-of-charge photography service should be combined.

- Experienced artists should be invited as they will be encouraged to teach customers how to
perform well and to share their stories related to traditional art performances.
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- Travel Agencies and Tour Operators could have their own booths promoting day tours to
families that has preserve the values of Penang’s art performances.

b. Advertising activities

- Information related to them should be published widely on social media such as TripAdvisors,
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

- Centers for traditional art performances should be presented at tourist attractions and even
throughout the country if necessary.

- Leaflets, brochures and banners should be available at airports in Malaysia, for better
approach.

c. Preservation programs

- Funding should be given to those who could uphold traditional performances.

- An optional course that trains future generations to beautifully perform such performances
should be considered.
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- There should also be an annual competition where artists could perform their performances
and share their experiences as well as stories.

d. Content

Every traditional art performance tends to carry truly deep and profound meanings as well
as underlying customs. Therefore, to arouse tourists’ interest and for them to gain a better
insight, the content of the performing arts should be explained detailed, informatively yet
entertainingly in common languages such as English.

e. Frequency

Many colorful and captivating traditional art performances are only occasionally delivered
during specific events and holidays. However, to grab the tourist attention, the performance
frequency should be increased, possibly on a weekly basis.

They should also be performed at some easily accessible areas, perhaps at heritage sites whose
themes harmonize and complement the performances to enhance the possibility of tourists’
knowing about the traditional performing arts.

Areas where traditional art performances take place should be marked on the tourists’ maps for
those interested in to track down.

f. Cooperation

There are some channels that effectively bring traditional art performances closer to the
tourist, namely hotel recommendation or package tour. The cooperation between organizations,
association in charge of promoting and conserving the long-established art performances and
hotel and tour operator, therefore, should be further encouraged.

Chapter 6 - Conclusion

Malaysia tourism in general and Penang tourism in particular are flourishing with
uncountable products and services thanks to its diversification in culture and people. Penang
itself actually achieved lots of success in tourism with its famous George Town as one of the
UNESCO World Heritage Site since 2008. With various types of festivals and events year
around, Penang attracted a specific huge number of tourists visiting yearly, presented them two
of many outstanding cultures which were Chinese and Indian. The hormonally mixture of those
created a strength in tourism for Penang, even in the low season. However, it seemed that not all
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of tourists perceived Penang tourism products, especially traditional arts performance. To some
extents, those types of art in Penang were related to puppets that were quite similar to other
neighbors’ art performance products, though it was admitted that Penang puppet was famous.
After doing a survey from international tourists visiting Penang in low season, details about
types of traditional art performances seemed to be dim in tourists’ minds where more than three
fourth of respondents could not describe or discuss about those. However, when being asked,
most of tourists agreed that any person travelling to Penang should enjoy or even participate in
traditional art performances for purposes of learning different culture. It was advised of
performance time around 1 to 3 hours instead of whole day. In fact, some findings might be
affected by subjective factors coming from tourism season; types of guests did surveys (mostly
self-organized ones); tourists’ own interests, etc. However, it can be denied that Penang’s
possession of many other diversified products confused tourists, together with irregular art
performance schedule, mostly presented in big city festivals that might cause a loss in marketing
tourists to perceive their awareness. As a result, some suggestions were listed for improving
situations. Particularly, supporting for contemporary marketing activities by increasing
interactive activities between observers and performers through small talks or costume
decoration and even education is the very first recommendation. Next is for understandable
content hidden after each performance which should be interpreted clearly in different languages
so that tourists definitely get the cultural values. Furthermore, generation to generation education
is essential when nowadays Penang youth seems not to be interested in traditional performances.
Last but not least, the continuity of shows should be maintained to guarantee its appearance
whenever tourists visit Penang.
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APPENDIX

Interviewer: ………………………………….....

Site: …………………………………………., Date: ………………………………………..

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

Hello, my name is ……… I’m conducting a survey aiming to improve the visitor’s quality of
experience during your stay in Penang. I would appreciate to have a 10 minute talk with you to
find out your level of satisfaction with Penang traditional art performance and related
information for our better improvement.

Your provided information will be anonymous and not used for other purposes. Shall we start!

MODULE 1: SOCIAL – DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS

1) Where are you from? _______________________________

2) Please indicate your gender

� Male � Female

3) Please indicate your age group

� 15 or younger � 20-29 � 40-49 � 60 or over

� 16-19 � 30-39 � 50-59

4) What is your highest level of educational qualification?

� Primary school � Bachelor degree

� Secondary school �Master or Doctoral degree
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�Vocational education � Others (please specify) _____________

5) Which of the following categories best describes your current position?

� Employee � Housewife/man or career

� Self employed � Student (go to F7)

� Retired � Unemployed

6) Please indicate your current (or former) occupational group

� Director or manager

� Professional (doctor, lawyer, teacher, etc)

� Technical professions (technicians, nursing)

� Clerical/administration

� Service and sales personnel

�Manual or crafts worker

7) Is your current occupation (or former occupation) connected with culture?

� Yes � No
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8) Please indicate your current annual income level

� under 12,000 $US

� 12,000 $US – under 36,000 $US

� 36,000 $US – under 72,000 $US

� 72,000 $US – under 120,000 $US

� more than 120,000 $US

9) What is the primary purpose of your visit?

____ vacation/ recreation ____ visit friends and family

____ business ____ shopping

____ special event (please tell us which one)_______________________________

____ just passing through (please list your destination):_______________________

____ other purpose: (please explain)______________________________________

10) How long are you staying in the city? ______ Hours ______Days

11) How many people are in your group? ________ people

12) If staying overnight in the city, enter the number of nights you are spending in each

of the following:

______ Hotel _____ Bed & Breakfast/ Guesthouse

______ Dormitory/ Residential Apartment _____ Campground

______ Private Home ____Other (please specify):________________________________
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13) Please indicate the breakdown of your total spending while in the city:

Lodging approx. $_____ Sightseeing and event fee/ ticket approx.$____

Restaurants/meals approx. $_____ Local transportation/taxis approx.$____

Retail stores approx. $_____ Other (please specify) approx.$____

14) What three things did you LIKE about visiting here?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

E15) What three things did you NOT like about visiting here?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

MODULE 2: TRADITIONAL ARTS PERFORMANCE

1) Do you know any traditional art performance/festivals of this city?

(a) yes (b)  no (c)  maybe

2) Do you attend any traditional art performance/ festivals in this city?

(a)  yes (please identify what you attend?_________________)

(b)  no (why not?__________________________)

3) Which one do you like the best or wish to attend? Why?
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

4) Do you think tourists should attend a traditional art performance/ festivals when
traveling to a destination?

(a)  yes (b)  no (c)  maybe

Please identify why/why not:____________________________
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5) How long do you think a traditional art performance/ festivals can attract the tourists?

(a) less than 1 hour (b)  2 - 3 hours

(c)  half – full day (d) several days

6) What suggestions would you make for a traditional art performance/ festivals to become
an attractive event for tourists to attend?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your help!


